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The Centre for Ecology and Hydrology is one of the Centres and Surveys of the Natural
Environment Research Council (NERC). It was established in 1994by the grouping together
of four NERC Institutes, the Institute of Hydrology (IH), the Institute of Terrestrial Ecology
(ITE), the Institute of Freshwater Ecology (IFE) and the Institute ofVirology and Environmental
Microbiology (IVEM). In 2000, the four component institutes were merged into a single research
organisation.

The CEH mission

To advance the sciences of ecology, environmental microbiology (including virology) and
hydrology through high-quality and internationally recognised research leading to a better
understanding and quantification of the physical, chemical and biological processes relating to
land and freshwater and living organisms within these environments.

To investigate, through monitoring and modelling, natural changes in the ecological,
microbiological and hydrological environments, to assess both past and future changes and to
predict man's impact on these environments.

To secure, expand and provide ecologically and hydrologically relevant data to further
scientific research and provide the basis for advice on environmental conservation and
sustainable development to governments and industry.

To promote the use of the Centre's research facilities and data, to provide research
training of the highest quality and to enhance the United Kingdom's research base, industrial
competitiveness and quality of life.
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT

'In accordance with our normal practice, this report is for the use only of the party to whom it
is addressed, and no responsibility is accepted to any third party for the whole or any part of its
contents. Neither the whole nor any part of this report or any reference thereto may be
included in any published document, circular or statement, nor published or referred to in any
way without our written approval of the form and context in which it may appear '
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In March 2006 approximately 12,500 swim-up salmon fry were introduced to three sections

of the Tadnoll Brook aboye Tadnoll Mill. Surveys in July and the autumn after introduction

showed they had been successful, resulting in densities of parr that were comparable to

densities found in the main River Frome.

PIT tag readers have been installed, along with an easement for upstream adult migration at

Tadnoll Mill and these will monitor the emigration of smolts and adult returns in future years.
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2. BACKGROUND

A recent review (Ibbotson el al., 2006) of the status of the salmon population in the Tadnoll

Brook found that there had been no natural salmon spawning taking place in the Tadnoll

Brook above Tadnoll Mill since the late 1990s. This compares with data from the 1970s when

there is evidence that the Tadnoll Brook supported a healthy population that made a

significant contribution to the River Frome total smolt output.

Although the reasons for the extinction of the population were not certain, the report

concluded that thc most likely cause was a series of low winter flows in the 1980s interacting

with a partially impassable barrier at Tadnoll Mill, stopping the returning adult salmon from

reaching their spawning grounds.

	

2.1 2006 Activities

Since that report (Ibbotson el al, 2006) two major activities have taken place to reinstate

salmon into the Tadnoll Brook above Tadnoll Mill.

A migration easement was constructed on the step structure at Tadnoll Mill. In mid

2006 a series of passive integrated transponder (PIT) tag detectors was installed on the

step structure at the Mill and in the flood by-pass channel around the Mill, These were

installed to monitor the escapement of salmon smolts and the return of adults.

Six incubation boxes were set up at Watergates Fish Farm within which eggs from six

pairings of wild River Frome adult salmon were reared. Swim up fry from these

incubation boxes were stocked into three regions of the Tadnoll Brook above Tadnoll

Mill (Figure 1) in March 2006.
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Figure 1 Location and numbers of swim-up salmon fry stocked into the Tadnoll Brook

Since installation the easement has caused some serious erosion in the Mill uarden and the

Environment Agency is currently repairing this. Unfortunately, this work has meant that the

management of water passage around the Mill has been variable and the casement itself has

been dry Forsome periods. The impact of this on the subsequent migration of adults upstream

is not known and will in some part depend on whether the work is completed before the main

migration period in November/December.



2.2 2006 Surveys

Two surveys were undertaken during 2006.

In July 2006, the whole river between Site 4 (immediately downstream of Tadnoll
Mill) and Site 2 (upstream of Moigne Coombe) (Figure 2) was surveyed to investigate
the distribution of stocked salmon parr a few months after the introduction.

In August/September 2006, five discrete sites were surveyed (Table 1; Figure 3). All
salmon captured in these surveys were PIT tagged in order to monitor their migration
out of Tadnoll Brook; their contribution to the River Frome smolt population; their
subsequent contribution to the River Frome adult salmon population and their return
or otherwise to the Tadnoll Brook.
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Figure 2 Densities of salmon parr in July 2006 within 100 m sections between Moigne
Coombe and Tadnoll Mill

Table I Densities of salmon parr at five survey sites on the Tadnoll Brook in August/
September 2006

Site Number
(see Figure 2)

Grid Reference
Density of salmon parr

(n m-2)

1(Watergates) SY 746 873 0.076

(U/S Moigne Coombe) SY 771 871 0

3(D/S Moigne Coombe) SY 779 872 0.079

4(Tadnoll Mill) SY 794 871 0.005

5(Broomhill Bridge) SY 813 881 0.034

500 m Tadnoll mill
(500 introduced)

Moigne
Coornbe

Site 3

(6,000 introduced)
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Figure 3 Locat on of salmon parr survey sites in August/September 2006

2.3 Results from Surveys

The July survey clearly showed that salmon pan- had distributed several hundred metres

downstream from the original stocking site below Moigne Coombe (Site 3), but that upstream

distribution was minimal, such that no salmon were found 500 metres above the stocking site.

Average densities of approximately eight fish per 100 in2 are similar to average densities

found in the River Frome during annual parr surveys, although care should be taken in

making this comparison as parr surveys of the Frome are usually done later in the year.

In the area of river upstream of Tadnoll Mill the autumn surveys (Table 1) showed similar

densities of fish at the sites where swim up fry had been stocked, but zero to low densities in

regions where they had not been stocked. Below Tadnoll Mill, densities of approximately

three fish per 100 m2 were found which is consistent with densities found in recent years in

that part of the river (see Figure 3, Ibbotson et al., 2006). This is lower than the densities

found in the stocked sites, and it is suggested that these fish represent immigration from

natural spawning that occurs in the main river rather than spawning that has occurred in the

Tadnoll Brook.
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3. FUTURE WORK

Reddcountsof theTadnollBrookwillbe madeduringJanuary2007.It is hopedthesewillbe

complementedby redd countsof the RiverFromebut it is not certainwhetherthesewillbe

funded.

PITtag readerssituatedon theTadnollBrookand at EastStokeon the smoltcounterand

adultcounterwillmonitorthe emigrationas smoltsandreturnas adultsof the salmonparr

introducedintothe TadnollBrook.

We are consideringthe possibilityof repeatingthe introductionwithincubationboxes again

in 2006/2007,howeverthis is dependenton regulatorypermissionandresources(theoutcome

of the CEHreorganisationis notyetknown).

Salmonparr surveyswill takeplaceagainin the autumnof 2007.
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